
English Urban Forum

Summary Urban Forum 1/3/2021

The meeting took place online (via ZOOM) and was attended by six (6) participants (Ilan, Israel, Erik,
Ben, Chariklia, Yoel and Elias) - thank you all for joining! At the meeting, Elias allowed each participant
to introduce themselves, and then introduced the topics and replied to specific questions.

From the introductions we also received some first input about what interests each one of the
participating residents. For example:
Israel - lives in Katamon, interested in what is going on in the neighborhood and the city in general,
especially issues of parking and transportation, and English street name signs - since he works as a
translator professionally.
Ben - lives in Katamon, is an urban planner, is interested in the light rail issues, and wants to remain
informed.
Chariklia - lives in Rehavia, wants more pro-action -rather than re-action- and to share knowledge from
other cities to apply also in Jerusalem. She was also involved in the early stages of the street name
signs, and wishes to see this project progressing.

Topics:
● Street names
● Waste management in the city
● President hotel - Sokolov street / garden
● Shoshanim garden
● Participants’ comments

● Useful Q&A
● Useful Information and links
● Contact

First, we thank you for your comments and emails that you shared before and after the forum meeting.
We also thank you for sharing your comments on the questionnaire.

Regarding the discussion on the topics:

● Street names
Elias reminded of the previous actions that were taken and the effort to reach the person responsible
on the street name signs in the city, and the fact that he was not that open or interested in the input of
the residents. From his end, the city is employing professionals who are doing their work and there is
no need for additional external input. The residents, obviously, think otherwise. This is why the group
decided to proceed with the project in the following steps:

- A letter will be prepared (Israel). It was suggested by Elias, that the letter includes poor
examples, in order to emphasize the need for intervention.
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- The letter will be submitted to the person responsible and to other people in the Municipality,
especially those that deal with public participation issues and the input of residents in the city’s
processes.

- Once these steps are completed, Elias will update and the next steps will be decided.

● Trees marked and trees protected
The group brought up the issue of protecting the old trees in the city, and how they are often marked -
without further information- and later cut down or hurt during construction without prior notice or making
information available to the residents to react, or respond to this situation.
Elias informed the group that:

(a) There is a very strong and structured move to protect the trees in the city, which is coming from
the office of the City Engineer.

(b) All levels of the Municipality are being informed of this change, and a new forum has been
formed that includes Municipality officials, NGOs and experts, who are seeing new regulation
formulated and new action against contractors that may cut down trees without permission, in
order to give a message to the market that this practice is no longer tolerated.

(c) The group suggested that an additional level of inspection is needed.
(d) Elias informed the group that a new initiative by residents of the city is trying to improve the

regular practices regarding trees, so that construction permits and permits to cut down trees are
cross referenced so that residents can follow the information and offer another layer of
inspection in the practices regarding trees and protection of trees.

(e) Elias has improved the Ginot Hair site with additional information regarding the protection of
trees. The information is located in the following pages:
https://www.ginothair.org.il/index.php?dir=site&page=content&cs=594
https://www.ginothair.org.il/index.php?dir=site&page=content&cs=573

● Light rail
Some of the residents in the group were interested to find more materials regarding the light rail in
Jerusalem. The Ginot Hair site has the following page that concentrates relevant materials:
https://www.ginothair.org.il/index.php?dir=site&page=content&cs=554

Useful Q&A
Here are some useful replies to your questions:

● How can I report a problem I see in the street?
Call 106 (municipal hotline) and/or download the app ‘106’ of Jerusalem Municipality.

● For traffic violations, call the police 100.
● How can I join the Urban Forum Moshavot? Is it in Hebrew?

The forum is in Hebrew and meets every second Monday at 20:30. For more details and to join,
contact Elias by email (contact details below).
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Useful Information and links
The ‘Urban’ page of the Ginot Hayir website contains helpful information for learning about
plans and using the city GIS system (both the maps and three-dimensional model of the city).

● Link to ‘Urban’ page: LINK
● Link to page with useful links: LINK
● Link to ‘Maps’ with public uses in the Ginot Hayir areas: LINK

Contact for Urban Forum:
Elias Messinas, Urban Planner at Community Council Ginot Hair elias@ginothair.org.il

Next English Forum meeting: 28/3/21 at 20:00.
Zoom link to the meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/506844403
Don’t miss!
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